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TOLEDO 210 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

To learn more
please visit our
website

Opening way

New!

modern door
system

functional
inside

deep drawers

rails for hangers

large mirror

Toledo wardrobe is recomended not only as the furnishing of
the living room but also of the bedroom. Its strong characteristics are unique looks, very functional interior and also modern
system of door opening. Toledo 210 has two deep drawers.

mirror
phite,
a
r
g
:
t
fron

Wardrobe inside:

221 cm

mirror
white,
front:

Main features:

depth: 67 cm

frame: white

Available colours:

frame: graphite

4

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Sliding doors on HETTICH ﬁttings.

209 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

TOLEDO 255 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - graphite; front - graphite, mirror. Sliding doors on HETTICH ﬁttings.

To learn more
please visit our
website

depth: 67 cm

255 cm

Main features:

New!

modern door
system

functional
inside

deep drawers

rails for hangers

large mirror

Toledo wardrobe is recomended not only as the furnishing of
the living room but also of the bedroom. Its strong characteristics are unique looks, very functional interior and also
modern system of door opening. Toledo 255 has three deep
drawers.

frame: white

Available colours:

mirror
white,
front:
frame: graphite

Opening way

221 cm

Wardrobe inside:

mirror
phite,
a
r
g
:
t
fron
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SANTIAGO 200 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: frame - graphite; front - graphite, mirror. Sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.

6

Main features:

or
e, mirr
graphit
front:

New!

large mirror

handleless fronts

functional inside

compact design

stable
construction

Santiago wardrobes are both functional and decorative. The
series consists of two models. Santiago 200 is the smaller one
with two sliding fronts. The layout of the mirrors occupies
a signiﬁcant fronts’ surface in which the whole interior is viewed. Such arrangement also makes the wardrobe size appear
smaller than it is in reality.

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 65 cm

mirror
white,
front:

frame: graphite

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: white

Available colours:

200 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

SANTIAGO 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.
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Main features:

250 cm

New!

everlasting
design

large mirror

spacious
interior

rails for hangers

numerous
shelves

Santiago wardrobes are both functional and decorative. The
series consists of two models. Santiago 200 is the smaller one
with two sliding fronts. The layout of the mirrors occupies
a signiﬁcant fronts’ surface in which the whole interior is viewed. Such arrangement also makes the wardrobe size appear
smaller than it is in reality.

front: wh
ite, mirro
r

frame: graphite

Available colours:

frame: white

depth: 65 cm

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website
front: gra
phite, mir
ror

ARUBA 2 (203) wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: frame - graphite; front - graphite, graphite mirror. Aluminium rails, lower carts on bearings.
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hite
irror grap
phite, m
ra
g
t:
n
o
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Wardrobe inside:

New!

dynamic
design

graphite
mirror

functional
inside

ergonomic
handles

safe
sliding doors

The Aruba wardrobe series makes the interior never look boring or monotonous. Its fronts are a non-standard composition
in which various size squares and rectangles of graphite mirror
intersect. Aruba 2 (203) has two slightly sliding fronts.

215 cm

Main features:

depth: 61 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: graphite

Available colours:

203 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

ARUBA 2 (250) wardrobe

In the picture: frame - graphite; front - graphite, mirror graphite. Aluminium rails, lower carts on bearings.
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Main features:

250 cm

Available colours:

New!

dynamic
design

graphite
mirror

numerous
shelves

largest
dimensions

ergonomic
handles

The Aruba wardrobe series makes the interior never look boring or monotonous. Its fronts are a non-standard composition
in which various size squares and rectangles of graphite mirror
intersect. Aruba 2 (250) has three slightly sliding fronts.

frame: graphite

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website

hite
r grap
, mirro
e
it
h
p
gra
front:

PORTO 2 (203) wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: frame - graphite; front - graphite, mirror graphite. Aluminium rails, lower carts on bearings.
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phite
ror gra
ir
m
,
e
graphit
front:

Wardrobe inside:

New!

graphite
mirror

ergonomic
handles

safe
sliding doors

everlasting
design

functional
inside

Porto wardrobes series consists of two models, which diﬀer in
width and number of fronts. They are of timeless, elegant design and well-planned functional interior. Thank to this Porto 2
wardrobes match every house interior and are a great oﬀer in
a many-year perspective. Porto 2 (203) has two sliding fronts
and is 203 cm wide.

215 cm

Main features:

depth: 61 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: graphite

Available colours:

203 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

PORTO 2 (250) wardrobe

In the picture: frame - graphiteowy; front - graphite, mirror graphite. Aluminium rails, lower carts on bearings.
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Main features:

250 cm

Available colours:

New!

graphite
mirror

ergonomic
handles

functional
inside

high
durability

everlasting
design

Porto wardrobes series consists of two models, which diﬀer in
width and number of fronts. They are of timeless, elegant design and well-planned functional interior. Thank to this Porto 2
wardrobes match every house interior and are a great oﬀer in
a many-year perspective. Porto 2 (250) has three sliding fronts
and is 250 cm wide.

frame: graphite

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website

phite
irror gra
phite, m
ra
g
t:
n
fro

PEKIN D3 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: frame - oak wotan; front - oak wotan, mirror.
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k
front: oa
mirror

wotan,

Wardrobe inside:

New!

mirror

ergonomic
handles

functional
inside

high
durability

everlasting
design

Pekin wardrobe series is particularly suitable not only for bedrooms but also for youth rooms and living rooms. They are
distinguished with modern design and spacial interior.

215 cm

Main features:

depth: 60 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: oak wotan

Available colours:

148 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

PEKIN D4 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - oak wotan; front - oak wotan, mirror.
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Main features:

196 cm

Available colours:

New!

mirror

ergonomic
handles

functional
inside

high
durability

everlasting
design

Pekin wardrobe series is particularly suitable not only for bedrooms but also for youth rooms and living rooms. They are
distinguished with modern design and spacial interior.

frame: oak wotan

depth: 60 cm

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website

n,
ak wota
front: o
mirror

PRAGA 200 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: frame - oak wotan; front - oak wotan, smoked mirror. Sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.
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front: w
hite, mir
ror

New!

mirror

ergonomic
handles

high
durability

everlasting
design

functional
inside

Praga series consists of two models, which diﬀer in width and
number of fronts. Praga wardrobes are of timeless, elegant design and well-planned functional interior. Thank to this Praga
2 matches every house interior and is a great oﬀer in a many-year perspective.

depth: 65 cm

front: oa
k wotan
,
smoked
mirror

frame: white

frame: oak wotan

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

210 cm

Main features:

Available colours:

200 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

PRAGA 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - oak wotan; front - oak wotan, smoked mirror. Sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.
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Main features:

depth: 65 cm

250 cm

New!

mirror

ergonomic
handles

functional
inside

high
durability

everlasting
design

Praga series consists of two models, which diﬀer in width and
number of fronts. Praga wardrobes are of timeless, elegant design and well-planned functional interior. Thank to this Praga
2 matches every house interior and is a great oﬀer in a many-year perspective.

wotan,
front: oak
irror
m
d
ke
o
sm

frame: white

Available colours:

frame: oak wotan

210 cm

Wardrobe inside:

, mirror
front: white

To learn more
please visit our
website

IBIZA wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: frame - oak wotan; front - oak wotan, mirror. Aluminium rails, lower carts on bearings.
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front: w
h

New!

large mirror

ergonomic
handles

safe
sliding doors

everlasting
design

functional
inside

ite, mir
ro

Ibiza is a series of wardrobe designed for the youth. It is distinguished with modern design that matches every room.
The wardrobe has sliding fronts and horizontal raw of slightly
opening drawers.

r

219 cm

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Main features:

frame: oak wotan

Available colours:

203 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

NEAPOL wardrobe

In the picture: frame - platinum; front - platinum, mirror. Sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.
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Main features:

180 cm

New!

mirror

handleless
fronts

functional
inside

high
durability

everlasting
design

Neapol series is a great choice for the bedroom or a room of
relaively average area. Despite its modest size, the inside was
designed to ﬁt a great amount of clothes.

ti
front: pla
mirror

num,

frame: graphite

Available colours:

frame: platinum

depth: 65 cm

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website
phite,
front: gra
mirror

RODOS 200 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: frame - oak wotan; front - oak wotan, mirror. Sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.
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ti
front: pla

ror

num, mir

r

hite, mirro

p
front: gra

ror

ir
wotan, m
front: oak

New!

mirror

handleless
fronts

duża
wytrzymałość

everlasting
design

functional
inside

All wardrobes from Rodos series are distinguished by their elegant design and the choice of decors make them match every
interior of the house or the ﬂat. Applying large mirros optically
enlarges the space and allows to reﬂect full picture of the person looking into it.

244 cm

r
ite, mirro
front: wh

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 65 cm

frame: graphite

Main features:

frame: oak wotan

frame: platinum

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: white

Available colours:

200 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

RODOS 225 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.
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Main features:

225 cm

handleless
fronts

high
durability

everlasting
design

functional
inside

All wardrobes from Rodos series are distinguished by their elegant design and the choice of decors make them match every
interior of the house or the ﬂat. Applying large mirros optically
enlarges the space and allows to reﬂect full picture of the person looking into it.

front: whit
e,

mirror

front: plati
num,
mirror

front: grap
h
frame: oak wotan

mirror

frame: white

New!

frame: graphite

Available colours:

frame: platinum

depth: 65 cm

244 cm

Wardrobe inside:

ite, mirror

front: oak
wotan,
mirror

To learn more
please visit our
website

WENECJA wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: frame - oak wotan; front - oak wotan, mirror. Sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.
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k
front: oa

irror
wotan, m

Wardrobe inside:

New!

dynamic
design

mirror

functional
inside

ergonomic
handles

safe
sliding doors

Wenecja wardrobe series is particularly suitable not only for
bedrooms but also for youth rooms and living rooms. They are
distinguished with modern design and spacial interior.

215 cm

Main features:

depth: 61 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: oak wotan

Available colours:

203 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

KOLONIA wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.
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Main features:

180 cm

Available colours:

New!

mirror

handleless
fronts

functional
inside

high
durability

everlasting
design

Kolonia series is a great choice for the bedroom or a room of
relaively average area. Despite its modest size, the inside was
designed to ﬁt a great amount of clothes.

frame: platinum

depth: 65 cm

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website
irror
tinum, m
front: pla

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 65 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - graphite; front - graphite, mirror. Hanging sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.

depth: 65 cm

215 cm

200 cm

22

151 cm
Main features:
highest
quality

interesting
design

panel
fronts

numerous
shelves

modern
style

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: graphite

The Bastia 200 wardrobe is distinguished by interesting fronts
design. The connection of dark graphite and mirror surfaces is
presented here. The universal design of the wardrobe makes it
suitable for modern, monochromatic interiors, but also a perfect counterbalance for interior design in vivid colors.
Available colours:

frame: white

BASTIA 150/200 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

front: white, mirror

front: graphite, mirror

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 65 cm

250 cm

Main features:
safe sliding
doors

panel
fronts

large
capacity

quiet
in use

spacious
space
for hangers

23

Bastia 250 is a larger version of the Bastia 200 wardrobe. Like its
predecessor, it is distinguished by a modern form and balanced
design. The main advantage of this model is its above-average
capacity. Check how many things will ﬁt in this huge wardrobe.

frame: white

frame: graphite

Available colours:

front: whit
e,

mirror

BASTIA 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - graphite; front - graphite, mirror. Hanging sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.

Wardrobe inside:

front: grap
hite, mirro
r

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

219 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Swinging doors with HETTICH ﬁttings.

depth: 65 cm

BREMA 210 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

209 cm

Main features:
upper
LED lighting

long straight
handles

eﬀective
opening system

stable
construction
24

Brema 210 represents wardrobes with swinging doors. Just pull
the handle lightly to get in easily inside. The four equal fronts
give the impression of modularity and add a visual lightness to
the wardrobe.

opening way

frame: lava

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: white

Available colours:

front: whit
e,

mirror

front: lava
,m

irror

www.stolar.com.pl

BREMA 255 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - lava; front - lava, mirror. Swinging doors with HETTICH ﬁttings.

depth: 65 cm

219 cm

Wardrobe inside:

255 cm

Main features:
upper
LED lighting

long straight
handles

capacious
inside

quiet
in use

swinging
doors

25

Brema 255 wardrobe, similarly to its smaller version, has an interesting, and at the same time easy to use, system of swinging
door. The advantage of such solution is free access to whole
wardrobe. By opening two wings, the user gets full image of
its inside.

opening way

frame: lava

frame: white

Available colours:

front: white, mirror

front: lava, mirror

To learn more
please visit our
website

In the picture: frame - black; front - black, mirror. Hanging sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.

depth: 65 cm

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 65 cm

215 cm

200 cm

26

151 cm

122 cm

Main features:
panel
fronts

front: white, mirror

front: black, mirror

frame: graphite

frame: platinum

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: black

Available colours:
Vigo is our new series of wardrobes
with sliding doors. We can ﬁnd here a
large selection of models and simple,
timeless design. Shapely, proportional
frame, large mirror and three-level division of the door surface add a contemporary look character to a wardrobe.

frame: white

VIGO 120/150/200 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

front: platinum,
mirror

front: graphite,
mirror

www.stolar.com.pl

VIGO 225 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - platinum; front - platinum, mirror. Aluminium rails, lower carts on bearings.

27

high
durability

everlasting
design

functional
inside

VIGO 225 is a large model in the series and it has two sliding
doors. Inside it has two characteristic horizontal rails that
make it possible even for the owner of great number of shirts to ﬁt them all in without folding.

mirror
black,
front:

r
, mirro
tinum
la
p
:
t
fron

frame: white

handleless
fronts

frame: graphite

mirror

frame: platinum

depth: 65 cm

225 cm

New!

frame: black

Available colours:

Main features:

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

mirror
white,
front:

mirror
phite,
a
r
g
:
t
fron

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Hanging sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.

depth: 65 cm

VIGO 250 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

250 cm

Main features:

28

safe sliding
doors

panel
fronts

stable
construction

functional
inside

highest
quality

Vigo 250 wardrobe is the largest model in the new series.
Furnishing its interior is impressive. Capacity, simplicity and
transparency of solutions, ergonomics - just pure functionality.

frame: black

frame: white

Available colours:

front: white, mirror

frame: graphite

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: platinum

front: black, mirror

front: platinum, mirror

front: graphite, mirror

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

CORDOBA wardrobe

In the picture: frame - sterling oak; front - sterling oak, brown concrete. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

Main features:
original
design

highest
quality

no
mirrors

Cordoba is a wardrobe with character. Its large dimensions and
massive look get dynamism due to the motif of the fronts. They
resemble a large checkerboard were ﬁelds in the sterling oak
and brown concrete colours pass by each other. Association is
the more natural, that the wardrobe fronts are handleless and
nothing disturbs their surface.

29

on, white
front: oak cany

on, lava
front: oak cany

frame: sterling oak

frame: oak canyon

frame: oak canyon

Available colours:

oak,
front: sterling
brown concrete

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

215 cm

In the picture: frame - black; front - black, mirror, white gloss. Hanging sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.

depth: 65 cm

TUNIS 200 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

200 cm

Main features:
fronts with
LED-proﬁle

panel
fronts

Tunis 200 wardrobe surprises with its appearance. Vertical strip
between the front in gloss and the mirror separates the surface
by entering clear division into right and left sides. A huge mirror
- important usable element of the wardrobe - in this case,
thanks to the decorative insert dividing on three horizontal
parts, dynamizes the look of the whole piece of furniture.

30

frame: black

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: graphite

Available colours:

front: black, white
gloss, mirror

front: graphite, white
gloss, mirror

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 65 cm

250 cm

TUNIS 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - graphite; front - graphite, mirror, white gloss. Hanging sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.

Wardrobe inside:

Main features:
panel
fronts

largest
dimensions

graphite
mirror

fronts with
LED-proﬁle
31

Tunis 250 wardrobe, as its smaller counterpart Tunis 200,
combines all the features of modern and functional furniture.
Graphic divisions and minimum of ornaments create a duo with
utility of the interior and quality of workmanship.

frame: black

frame: graphite

Available colours:

front: black, white gloss,
mirror

front: graphite, white
gloss, mirror

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, graphite mirror, black glass. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

203 cm

Main features:
dynamic
design

handleless
fronts

graphite
mirror

easy
to close

safe sliding
doors

Batumi 203 wardrobe is a new design in our oﬀer. Middle part
of the fronts are occupied by large mirrors, which - for variety
- were divided by a horizontal strip of black glass. Thanks this
treatment, the entire wardrobe gained an unusual appearance.

32

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: graphite

Available colours:

frame: white

BATUMI 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

front: white, graphite
mirror, black glass

front: graphite, graphite
mirror, black glass

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

Main features:
dynamic
design

handleless
fronts

easy
to close

big
mirror

graphite
mirror

Batumi 250 wardrobe has three sliding doors, set on solid rails.
This division makes it easier to open the wardrobe, as well as
the free use of its inside. Just like the smaller model from this
line, the attractive appearance of Batumi 250 owes due to arrangement of mirrors on the fronts.

33

frame: white

frame: graphite

Available colours:

front: white, graphite
mirror, black glass

BATUMI 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, graphite mirror, black glass. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

front: graphite, graphite
mirror, black glass

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

225 cm

In the picture: frame - black; front - black gloss, mirror.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

208 cm

Main features:
functional
drawers

deco
strip

simple,
modern style

functional
inside

upper
LED lighting

Marsylia wardrobes series is in the two most neutral, and at
the same time universal colours - black and white. Adding to
this fronts ﬁnishing in gloss and a large mirror we get a timeless, elegant piece of furniture for any interior. Marsylia 203 is
2-door wardrobe, with an above-standard height.

34

To learn more
please visit our
website

front:
wh
mirror ite gloss,

frame: black

Available colours:

frame: white

MARSYLIA 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

front:
bla
mirror ck gloss,

www.stolar.com.pl

225 cm
depth: 61 cm

255 cm
Main features:
functional
drawers

deco
strip

upper
LED lighting

MARSYLIA 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - black; front - black gloss, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

simple,
modern style
Marsylia wardrobes series is in the two most neutral, and at the
same time universal colors - black and white. Adding to this
fronts ﬁnishing in gloss and a large mirror we get a timeless,
elegant piece of furniture for any interior. The large size and
spacious inside of Marsylia 250 wardrobe are the advantages
important for a large family.
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front: whit
e gloss,
mirror

frame: black

frame: white

Available colours:

front: black
gloss,
mirror

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

215 cm

In the picture: frame - craft oak; front - craft oak, glass graphite. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

TURYN 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

203 cm

Main features:
handleless
fronts

interesting
design

slight
door sliding

no
mirrors

stable
construction

Turyn two wardrobes series is distinguished by sophisticated
decorativeness. Already grey shades of the fronts - a lighter
craft oak or dark one in lava colour, have an ornamental texture, and additionally on the entire width they are intersected
by decors made of graphite or black glass stripes. Wardrobes
vary in width, Turyn 203 belongs to the average sized furniture.
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front: craft oak,
graphite glass

frame: lava

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: craft oak

Available colours:

va,
front: la s
s
black gla

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

TURYN 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - lava; front - lava, black glass. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

Main features:
handleless
fronts

stable
construction

no
mirrors

functional
inside

slight
door sliding

Turyn two warderobes series is distinguished by sophisticated
decorativeness. Already grey shades of the fronts - a lighter
craft oak or dark one in lava colour, have an ornamental texture, and additionally on the entire width they are intersected
by decors made of graphite or black glass stripes. Wardrobes
vary in width, Turyn 250 is a large, requiring a substantial space,
piece of furniture.
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front: craft oa
k,
graphite glas
s

frame: lava

frame: craft oak

Available colours:

front: la
va
black gla ,
ss

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

203 cm

38

160 cm
Main features:
ergonomic
handles

big
mirror

Dakota is a wardrobe series with two sliding fronts. They are
completely covered with mirrors, in a characteristic symmetrical layout of four panes with small distances between them.
The mirrored fronts visually enlarge the space, thanks to which
wardrobes are also recommended for small rooms.

To learn more
please visit our
website

r
ck, mirro
front: bla

frame: white

Available colours:

frame: black

DAKOTA 160/203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

ror
hite, mir
front: w

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm
depth: 61 cm

215 cm

203 cm

BRANDON 150/203 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - black glass, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

39

150 cm
Main features:
deco
strip

simple,
modern style

highest
quality

Brandon two-door wardrobes, thanks to the universal design,
will suite in both the bedroom and the guest room. Less model, 150 cm wide, is also great for hall. There is a mirror on
one front, the other is made up from four panes of black glass,
which optically reduces the dimensions of this piece of furniture.

front: w
hite glass
,
mirror

frame: white

frame: white

Available colours:

front: bla
ck glass,
mirror

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, gray glass, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

203 cm

Main features:
ergonomic
handles

deco
strip

interesting
design

Preston wardrobes series is a proposal for a large, modern furnished interior of the living room or bedroom. Main features
are white colours and a large mirror surrounded by visible grey
glass border. The series consists of two wardrobe models. Preston 203 is a 2-door wardrobe with a width of 203 cm.
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Available colours:

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: white

PRESTON 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

hite,
front: w s, mirror
s
gray gla

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

Main features:
ergonomic
handles

deco
strip

largest
dimensions

slight
door sliding

dynamic
design

Preston wardrobes series is a proposal for a large, modern furnished interior of the living room or bedroom. Main features
are white colours and a large mirror surrounded by visible grey
glass border. The series consists of two wardrobe models. Preston 250 is a large 3-door wardrobe with a width of 250 cm.
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frame: white

Available colours:

hite,
front: w s, mirror
s
gray gla

PRESTON 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, gray glass, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

215 cm

In the picture: frame - sonoma oak; front - sonoma oak,
lava. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

SEWILLA 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

203 cm

Main features:
highest
quality

functional
inside

solid
rails

Sewilla line is an example of wardrobes with no mirrors on the
fronts. Instead we have an interesting combination of colour
and graphics - one of the fronts is in lava colour, while on the
second one dark lines intersect the sonoma oak shade, dividing
it into six equal elements. Sewilla 203 is the smaller model in
this line.
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frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

To learn more
please visit our
website

front: sonoma oak,

lava

www.stolar.com.pl

SEWILLA 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - sonoma oak; front - sonoma oak, lava.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

250 cm

Main features:
right
proportions

interesting
design

solid
rails

Sewilla 250 wardrobe is large and has three sliding doors. Alike
its smaller version, it has no external mirrors. Two fronts are
plain lava-colored surfaces, and the middle is decorative. Wardrobes from this line will suit into both the bedroom and living
room, youth room or even a large hallway.
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frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

front: sonoma oak,

lava

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - canyon oak; front - canyon oak, mirror. Hanging sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.

203 cm

Main features:
handleless
fronts

original
design

stable
construction

big
mirror

rails for
hangers

safe
sliding doors

The Salwador wardrobe series can be placed not only in the
bedroom, but also in the youth or day room. A characteristic
feature of the series is a horizontal mirror enclosed in a thick
border in the colour of the frame. The mirror ﬁlls the entire
middle part of the piece of furniture. Salwador 203 is a wardrobe with two sliding fronts.
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To learn more
please visit our
website

ak,
anyon o
front: c
r
ro
ir
white, m

frame: canyon oak

Available colours:
frame: canyon oak

SALWADOR 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

ak,
anyon o
front: c
r
ro
ir
lava, m

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

Main features:
custom
design

capacious
inside

handleless
fronts

big
mirror

numerous
shelves

largest
dimensions

The Salwador wardrobe series can be placed not only in the
bedroom, but also in the youth or day room. A characteristic
feature of the series is a horizontal mirror enclosed in a thick
border in the colour of the frame. The mirror ﬁlls the entire
middle part of the piece of furniture. Salwador 250 is a large
wardrobe with three sliding fronts.
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frame: canyon oak

frame: canyon oak

Available colours:

ak,
anyon o
front: c
r
ro
ir
white, m

ak,
anyon o
front: c
r
ro
ir
lava, m

SALWADOR 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - canyon oak; front - canyon oak, mirror. Hanging sliding doors on HÄFELE ﬁttings.

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - sterling oak; front - sterling oak, brown concrete.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

203 cm

Main features:
handleless
fronts

everlasting
design

no
mirrors

Santana wardrobes series will be an interesting addition to the
interior design with a strong character and style. Its colours sterling oak and brown concrete or oak canyon and lava, and no
mirrors on the fronts create a unique atmosphere. Two models
are available in this series, the smaller Santana 203 is 2-door
and has width 203 cm.
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To learn more
please visit our
website

nyon,
front: oak ca
lava

frame: sterling oak

Available colours:
frame: oak canyon

SANTANA 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

,
rling oak
front: ste
te
e
cr
n
brown co

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

Main features:
handleless
fronts

everlasting
design

internal
drawers

no
mirrors

largest
dimensions

Santana wardrobes series will be an interesting addition to the
interior design with a strong character and style. Its colours sterling oak and brown concrete or oak canyon and lava, and no
mirrors on the fronts create a unique atmosphere. Two models
are available in this series, the larger Santana 250 has three sliding doors and 250 cm wide.
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frame: sterling oak

frame: oak canyon

Available colours:

nyon,
front: oak ca
lava

g oak,
front: sterlin
rete
nc
co
n
ow
br

SANTANA 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - oak canyon; front - oak canyon, lava. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website

AMSTERDAM 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl
Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - walnut; front - white gloss, mirror.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings. SEVROLL ﬁttings.
LED lighting.

203 cm

Main features:
ergonomic
handles

functional
drawers

deco
strip

upper
LED lighting

spacious space
for hangers

functional
inside

Amsterdam is a wardrobe series with sliding doors and a horizontal row of slightly sliding drawers. Amsterdam 203, as the
smallest in this series, is equipped with two fronts, including
one completely covered with a mirror. The inside of the wardrobe stands out a large zone with hangers. The row of shelves
takes about ¼ inside space.
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front: bla
ck gloss,
mirror

frame: walnut

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: walnut

Available colours:

front: wh
ite gloss,
mirror

www.stolar.com.pl

225 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

Main features:
upper
LED lighting

deco
strip

everlasting
design

spacious space
for hangers

external
drawers

extraordinary
high

Amsterdam is a wardrobe series with sliding doors and a horizontal row of slightly sliding drawers. Amsterdam 250 is recommended for large rooms. The wardrobe is not only wide - 255
cm, but also high - 225 cm. It gives a huge and functional inside
with an exceptionally large zone with hangers. The wardrobe
has no mirror.
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frame: walnut

frame: walnut

Available colours:

ck gloss
front: bla

hite gloss
front: w

AMSTERDAM 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - walnut; front - black gloss.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings. SEVROLL ﬁttings.
LED lighting.

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

225 cm

In the picture: frame - walnut; front - white gloss, mirror.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings. SEVROLL ﬁttings. LED lighting.

250 cm

Main features:

50

functional
drawers

deco
strip

upper
LED lighting

spacious space
for hangers

external
drawers

big
mirror

Amsterdam is a wardrobe series with sliding doors and a horizontal row of slightly sliding drawers. Amsterdam 250 L is
recommended for large rooms. The wardrobe is not only wide 255 cm, but also high - 225 cm. It gives a huge, and at the same
time functionally laid out inside. Outside, the middle front is
covered completely by mirror pane.

To learn more
please visit our
website

ck gloss,
front: bla
mirror

frame: walnut

Available colours:

frame: walnut

AMSTERDAM 250 L wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

hite
front: w
mirror

gloss,

www.stolar.com.pl

220 cm
depth: 64 cm

DUBAJ wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, purple glass. SEVROLL ﬁttings.

Wardrobe inside:

226 cm

Main features:
functional
drawers

functional
inside

no
mirrors

extraordinary
high
51

Decoration of white Dubaj wardrobe is the addition of a different color - purple or black. Applied on a small fragment, in
the middle parts of the fronts determine the entire image of
the wardrobe. Dubaj is attractive to the eye and comfortable
to use. Its value is raised by a spacious and well laid out inside.

ite,
t: wh
fron glass
k
blac

frame: white

frame: white

Available colours:

ite,
t: wh
fron e glass
l
purp

To learn more
please visit our
website

CHELSEA wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl
Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, white glass, mirror.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

203 cm

Main features:
characteristic
mirror shape

interesting
design

rails for long
clothes

numerous
shelves
52

Chelsea wardrobe is recommended as a ﬁttings for a living
room. It is distinguished by extraordinary appearance as well
as functional interior. Attention is drawn to the huge mirror in a
wide white or black glass border. Due placing it on white fronts,
the wardrobe gains visual lightness and charm.

frame: white

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: white

Available colours:

front: white,
or
black glass, mirr

front: white,
irror
white glass, m

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

Main features:
characteristic
mirror shape

original
design

BARCELONA wardrobe

In the picture: frame - black; front - black, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings. LED lighting.

Wardrobe inside:

upper
LED lighting

big
mirror
53

Barcelona is a large wardrobe with a functional inside, which
attracts attention with its front. A huge mirror is a practical
element and its shape - a rectangle with beveled and rounded
corners - seemingly simple, but adding a whole minimalist decorativeness.

frame: sonoma oak

mirror
black,
front:

frame: white

frame: czarny

Available colours:

hite,
front: w
ss
la
g
black

k,
noma oa
front: so
r
mirro
smoked

To learn more
please visit our
website

In the picture: frame - white; front - mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:
Main features:

215 cm

safe sliding
doors

depth: 61 cm

big
mirror

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

203 cm
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160 cm

120 cm

Paris wardrobes are available in three widths and four color
versions of the frame. All options have two sliding doors completely covered with mirrors that positively aﬀect the room’s
optics.

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: black

front: mirror

front: mirror

frame: walnut

frame: white

Available colours:

frame: wenge

PARIS 120/160/203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

front: mirror

front: mirror

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

MONAKO wardrobe

In the picture: frame - wenge; front - wenge, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

Main features:
ergonomic
handles

simple,
modern style

capacious
inside

internal
drawers

numerous
shelves

stable
construction

Monako is a large wardrobe with three sliding doors. Mirror ﬁlls
the surface of the middle door. Others together with the frame
appear in ﬁve colors, from light - white, sonoma oak, by medium tone - autumn plum, to dark color - wenge and black. This
diversity gives you the free choice of the optimal version.
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frame: black

frame: white

Available colours:

frame: sonoma oak

front: black
,
mirror

frame: wenge

frame: walnut

front: whit
e,
mirror

front: wen
ge,
mirror

front: waln
ut,
mirror

front: sono
ma oak,
mirror

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

200 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror.

depth: 58 cm

BALI D3 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

147 cm

Main features:

56

traditional
swinging doors

deco
strip

external
drawers

littlest
dimensions

everlasting
design

All wardrobes from Bali series have three swinging doors with
ergonomic handles. They are available only in bright colors white and sonoma oak. The appearance of the middle segment
is characteristic - three drawers and a mirror placed above
them. Bali wardrobe D3 is recommended as a living room ﬁttings.

k,
noma oa
front: so
mirror

frame: white

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

r

ro
hite, mir
front: w

www.stolar.com.pl

200 cm
depth: 58 cm

BALI D4 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror.

Wardrobe inside:

196 cm

Main features:
traditional
swinging doors

deco
strip

external
drawers

quiet
in use

everlasting
design
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All wardrobes from Bali series have three swinging doors with
ergonomic handles. They are available only in bright colors white and sonoma oak. The appearance of the middle segment
is characteristic - three drawers and a mirror placed above
them. Bali wardrobe D4 will be useful in both the bedroom and
the living room.

k,
noma oa
front: so
mirror

frame: white

frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

ror
hite, mir
front: w

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white ; front - white, mirror.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

203 cm

Main features:

58

ergonomic
handles

deco
strip

slight
door sliding

big
mirror

simple,
modern style

Havana wardrobes series have two common features: horizontal decorative motif and one front entirely covered with a
mirror pane. They are available in white or black, so it’s easy to
incorporate them in interiors of various sizes and styles. Havana
is a series of wardrobes for those who value practical solutions
and modern style.

To learn more
please visit our
website

r

ro
hite, mir
front: w

frame: black

Available colours:

frame: white

HAVANA 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

r

k, mirro

c
front: bla

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

Main features:
ergonomic
handles

deco
strip

simple,
modern style

stable
construction

slight
door sliding

big
mirror
59

Havana 250 is the largest in this series. It has three sliding doors, of which the middle one is a mirror. The whole is adorned with characteristic for this series motif. The wardrobe is in
white or black colour. Havana 250 is a model for people who
value practical solutions and modern style and have spacious
interiors.

frame: black

frame: white

Available colours:

front:

white

, mirr
or

front:

black,
mirro
r

HAVANA 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

215 cm

In the picture: frame - black mat; front - black, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

VISTA 150 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

150 cm

Main features:

60

deco
strip

everlasting
design

stable
construction

big
mirror

littlest
dimensions

Vista is a series of several wardrobe models that with the same
height and depth, have diﬀerent widths. Characteristic for the
series design is the appearance of the doors - one is a completely mirrored pane, the other - in the color of the frame, cut
with horizontal thin lines. Vista 150 is the smallest wardrobe
in this series.

frame: black

k,
noma oa
front: so
mirror

frame: white

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

r
ror
ck, mirro
hite, mir
front: w
front: bla

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

180 cm

VISTA 180 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

Main features:
deco
strip

original
design

stable
construction

big
mirror

functional
Inside the

61

Vista is a series of several wardrobe models that with the same
height and depth, have diﬀerent widths. Characteristic for the
series design is the appearance of the doors - one is a completely mirrored pane, the other - in the color of the frame, cut
with horizontal thin lines. Vista 180 takes up little space and
oﬀers a lot of storage space.

frame: black

k,
noma oa
front: so
mirror

frame: white

frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

r
ror
ck, mirro
hite, mir
front: w
front: bla

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

215 cm

In the picture: frame - black; front - black, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

VISTA 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

203 cm

Main features:
deco
strip

everlasting
design

rail for long
clothes

vertical and
horizontal
shelves

stable
construction

big
mirror

Vista is a series of several wardrobe models that with the same
height and depth, have diﬀerent widths. Characteristic for the
series design is the appearance of the doors - one is a completely mirrored pane, the other - in the color of the frame, cut
with horizontal thin lines. Vista 203 will satisfy the needs of two
or more people.
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frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

r

ro
hite, mir
front: w

frame: black

frame: white

To learn more
please visit our
website

, mirror

oma oak

n
front: so

r

k, mirro

c
front: bla

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

VISTA 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

Main features:
deco
strip

everlasting
design

internal
drawers

functional
inside

numerous
shelves

Vista is a series of several wardrobe models that with the same
height and depth, have diﬀerent widths. Characteristic for the
series design is the appearance of the doors - one is a completely mirrored pane, the other - in the color of the frame, cut
with horizontal thin lines. Vista 250 is the largest and, as the
only one in the series, has three doors.
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frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

, mirror
front: white

frame: black

frame: white

r
a oak, mirro
front: sonom

mirror
front: black,

To learn more
please visit our
website

LOTOS wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl
Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - black; front - gray glass, mirror.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings. LED lighting.

203 cm

Main features:
safe sliding
doors

characteristic
mirror shape

upper
LED lighting

numerous
shelves

original
design

Motif appearing on the wardrobe fronts refers to Old China Yin
Yang symbol. It means a balance between opposing forces.
Here a mirror and glass were opposed - grey, walnut and chestnut to choose from. They are interdependent, the mirror does
not exist without glass, the glass does not exist without a mirror, remaining in perfect balance.
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k,
noma oa
front: so
irror
m
,
ss
la
g
t
chestnu

lnut
hite, wa
front: w
ss
la
g
hite
glass, w

frame: black

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: white

frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

ck,
front: bla mirror
,
ss
la
g
gray

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

MALIBU wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, white glass. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings. LED lighting.

Wardrobe inside:

Main features:
ergonomic
handles

simple,
modern style

capacious
inside

high
durability

internal
drawers

Malibu wardrobe due to its large width needs a large interior.
However, thanks to its elegant appearance, it will become a
decoration of both the bedroom and the living room. An interesting solution is placing a mirror between two fronts in a
matte ﬁnish.
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irror
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w
:
t
n
o
fr

frame: white

oak,
onoma
front: s
mirror

frame: walnut

frame: wenge

frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

s
ite glas
ite, wh
h
w
:
t
n
fro

mirror
alnut,
w
:
t
n
o
fr

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - black, white glass. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

ARUBA 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

203 cm

Main features:
no
mirrors

deco
strip

rail for long
clothes

high
durability

interesting
design

Aruba wardrobes series will suit not only in the bedroom, but
also in a modern furnished guest room. White frame and the
black and white tone of the fronts form a universal combination
that ﬁts into any surroundings. The Aruba 203 wardrobe, smaller in the series, looks particularly graceful and light.
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To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: white

Available colours:

front: black,
white glass

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

Main features:
deco
strip

interesting
design

internal
drawers

numerous
shelves

high
durability

no
mirrors

Aruba wardrobes series will suit not only in the bedroom, but
also in a modern furnished guest room. White frame and the
black and white tone of the fronts form a universal combination
that ﬁts into any surroundings. Additionally, they make Aruba
250 wardrobe, despite its considerable dimensions, seem to be
light and shapely.
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frame: white

Available colours:

front: black,
white glass

ARUBA 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - black, white glass. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, black glass. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

PORTO 203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

203 cm

Main features:

68

deco
strip

dynamic
design

functional
inside

high
durability

numerous
shelves

Porto wardrobes series consists of two models, which diﬀer
only in width. Both are 2-door, in a white colour with a centrally
placed black glass ornament. This decoration was created from
eight squares separated by white lines. Porto 203 belongs to
medium-sized wardrobes, and its width is 203 cm.

frame: white

Available colours:

To learn more
please visit our
website

front:
wh
black g ite,
lass

www.stolar.com.pl

215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

PORTO 250 wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, black glass. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

Main features:
deco
strip

interesting
design

internal
drawers

independent
assembly
and disassembly

easy
to open

easy
to close
69

Porto wardrobes series consists of two models, which diﬀer
only in width. Both are 2-door, in a white colour with a centrally
placed black glass ornament. This decoration was created from
eight squares separated by white lines. Porto 250 is a large wardrobe of 250 cm width.

frame: white

Available colours:

front:
wh
black g ite,
lass

To learn more
please visit our
website

BOSTON wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl
Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - oak canyon; front - oak canyon, mirror.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

203 cm

Main features:
independent
assembly
and disassembly

interesting
design

high
durability

Boston wardrobes are available in ﬁve diﬀerent colours. They
are of the same style with a centrally located, composed of four
square panes, mirror. Common are also elements such as handles and decorative lines. Thanks to this you can easily choose a
wardrobe that matches the interior design.

70

k
front: oa
mirror

ck,
front: bla

ut,

aln
front: w
mirror

mirror

frame: wenge

canyon,

frame: black

mirror

frame: walnut

To learn more
please visit our
website

hite,
front: w

frame: oak canyon

frame: white

Available colours:

ge,

en
front: w
mirror

www.stolar.com.pl

WIKA wardrobe

In the picture: frame - white; front - black glass, mirror. SEVROLL ﬁttings.

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

203 cm

Main features:
handleless
fronts

deco
strip

rails for
hangers

independent
assembly
and disassembly

easy
to open

big
mirror

Wika wardrobe is an example of a timeless design that never
gets boring and always presents well. As a universal model - a
simple frame, two sliding doors, neutral colouring - the wardrobe will ﬁt into the arrangement of any home room, from
the guest room through the youth rooms, up to the bedroom.
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frame: white

frame: white

Available colours:

front: w
hite glass
,
mirror

front: bla
ck glass,
mirror

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

LIZBONA 2 (203) wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

203 cm

Main features:
deco
strip

numerous
shelves

capacious
inside

big
mirror
Lizbona 2 series consists of two models of wardrobes diﬀering
in width and way of placing mirrors. Lizbona 2 (203) belongs to
the wardrobes of medium size. Due to the bright colours (white, sonoma oak) and large, the size of the entire front, centrally positioned mirror, wardrobe gives the impression of being
smaller and very shaped.

72

r
ite, mirro
front: wh

frame: sonoma oak

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: white

Available colours:

oma oak,
front: son
irror
smoked m
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215 cm
depth: 61 cm

250 cm

Main features:
long straight
handles

deco
strip

capacious
inside

big
mirror

internal
drawers

Lizbona 2 series consists of two models of wardrobes diﬀering
in width and way of placing mirrors. Lizbona 2 (250) has three
sliding doors. The mirror occupies the middle and partially both
neighboring fronts. Together, they create an interesting visual
eﬀect, which predestines wardrobe to place in a prominent
place.
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frame: white

frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:

r
front: white, mirro

front: sonoma oak,
smoked mirror

LIZBONA 2 (250) wardrobe

In the picture: frame - sonoma oak; front - sonoma oak, smoked mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

Wardrobe inside:

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, black glass, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

CHICAGO wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

203 cm

Main features:
dynamic
design

numerous
shelves

big
mirror

Chicago wardrobe - due to the mirrored fronts - stands out by
big city cut. Mirrors multiply the interior optically and give it
more dynamic look. That’s why this wardrobe will be an ideal
choice for smaller rooms. Attention attrack the narrow strips
of black glass, placed on the edges of the fronts, right next to
handles. They look like a picture frame.
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frame: black

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: white

Available colours:

front: w
hite, bla
ck glass,
mirror

front: bla
ck, black
glass,
mirror

www.stolar.com.pl

TORONTO wardrobe

In the picture: frame - black; front - black, mirror.
Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

Wardrobe inside:

180 cm

Main features:
simple,
modern style

big
lustra

functional
inside

Toronto wardrobe is available in several colour options. This
makes it easier to choose and adjust the furniture to interior
design. Large mirrors, cut with thin lines into four identical elements on each door, are not only an useful element, but also
decorative, as well. Thanks to them, Toronto looks modern and
elegant.
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oak,
onoma
front: s
mirror

frame: white

irror
lack, m
front: b

frame: sonoma oak

frame: sonoma oak

frame: black

Available colours:

irror
hite, m
front: w

oak,
onoma
front: s ss
la
black g

To learn more
please visit our
website

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

In the picture: frame - white mat; front - white mat, mirror. Aluminum rails, lower carts on bearings.

depth: 61 cm

215 cm

203 cm
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150 cm
Main features:
original
mirror shape

interesting
design

stable
construction

This is a proposal for dynamic and energetic people and those
who do not like straight lines in the interior. Main feature of
Tokyo 5 wardrobe is a mirror with waving vertical edges. It is
placed centrally on both fronts and its shape changes with the
sliding of the fronts.

front: black mat,
mirror

frame: white mat

To learn more
please visit our
website

frame: sonoma oak

Available colours:
frame: black mat

TOKYO 5 150/203 wardrobe

www.stolar.com.pl

front: sonoma oak,
mirror

front: white mat,
mirror

www.stolar.com.pl

BASTIA 250
frame: graphite

BASTIA 250

front: graphite, mirror

front: whit
e,

mirror

front: grap
hite, mirro
r

BATUMI 203

BARCELONA

front: white, graphite
mirror, black glass

BALI D3

frame: white

k,
noma oa
front: so
mirror

gloss,

r

ro
hite, mir
front: w

BASTIA 150/200
77

k,
noma oa
front: so
r
ro
mir
smoked

BATUMI 203

frame: white

hite,
front: w
ss
la
black g

frame: walnut

frame: walnut
frame: sonoma oak

frame: white

mirror
black,
front:

BALI D3

hite
front: w
mirror

front: white, mirror

BATUMI 250

frame: white

ror
hite, mir
front: w

BARCELONA

AMSTERDAM 250 L

ck gloss,
front: bla
mirror

e,
graphit
front: raphite
g
mirror

frame: white

frame: czarny

BARCELONA

frame: white

frame: graphite

BASTIA 150/200

frame: graphite

frame: graphite

frame: white
k,
noma oa
front: so
mirror

ARUBA 2 (250)

te,
front: graphi
te
mirror graphi

BALI D4

frame: white

BALI D4
frame: sonoma oak

ARUBA 2 (203)

front: black,
white glass

front: black,
white glass

hite gloss
front: w

ck gloss
front: bla

frame: sonoma oak

ARUBA 250

AMSTERDAM 250 L

frame: graphite

ARUBA 203

AMSTERDAM 250

frame: walnut

front: wh
ite gloss,
mirror

frame: white

front: bla
ck gloss,
mirror

AMSTERDAM 250

frame: walnut

frame: walnut

frame: walnut

AMSTERDAM 203

WARDROBES list

AMSTERDAM 203

front: graphite, graphite
mirror, black glass

front: white, graphite
mirror, black glass

BREMA 210

front: bla
ck glass,
mirror

CHELSEA

CHELSEA

BREMA 210

front: whit
e,

CHICAGO

en
front: w
mirror

BREMA 255

BREMA 255

front: white, mirror

irror

CHICAGO

ge,

aln
front: w
mirror

front: lava
,m

mirror

ut,

frame: wenge

canyon,

frame: lava

frame: white

front: w
hite glass
,
mirror

k
front: oa
mirror

BOSTON

frame: walnut

frame: oak canyon
r

k, mirro

c
front: bla

BOSTON

frame: white

BRANDON 150 / 203

frame: black

r

ro
hite, mir
front: w

BOSTON

frame: lava

BRANDON 150 / 203

BOSTON

frame: white

front: graphite, graphite
mirror, black glass

BOSTON

frame: white

frame: graphite

BATUMI 250

frame: white

WARDROBES list

www.stolar.com.pl

CORDOBA

front: lava, mirror

CORDOBA

ror
hite, mir
front: w

DUBAJ

ite,
t: wh
fron e glass
l
purp

frame: oak canyon

on, white
front: oak cany

on, lava
front: oak cany

HAVANA 203

frame: white

ite,
t: wh
fron glass
k
blac

frame: oak canyon

frame: black
DUBAJ

frame: white

r
ck, mirro
front: bla

DAKOTA 160 / 203

front: bla
ck, black
glass, m
irror

frame: white

oak,
front: sterling
te
re
nc
co
n
brow

DAKOTA 160 / 203

frame: black

CORDOBA

front: w
hite, bla
ck
glass, m
irror

front: white,
irror
white glass, m

frame: white

front: white,
or
black glass, mirr

frame: sterling oak

frame: white

frame: white

frame: white
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r

ro
hite, mir
front: w
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MALIBU

r
front: white, mirro

MALIBU

LIZBONA 2 (250)

front: w
h

ite, mir
ro

r

LOTOS

front: sonoma oak,
smoked mirror

MALIBU

k,
noma oa
front: so
irror
m
,
ss
t gla
chestnu

MALIBU

irror
tinum, m
front: pla

LOTOS

lnut
hite, wa
front: w
ss
la
g
e
hit
glass, w

MARSYLIA 203

frame: white

frame: platinum

black,
mirro
r

LIZBONA 2 (203)

r
ite, mirro
front: wh

LOTOS

frame: black

LIZBONA 2 (250)

front:

frame: oak wotan

frame: black

, mirr
or

KOLONIA

frame: white

oma oak,
front: son
irror
smoked m

white

frame: white

frame: sonoma oak

LIZBONA 2 (203)

front:

IBIZA

frame: sonoma oak

r

k, mirro

c
front: bla

HAVANA 250

frame: sonoma oak

frame: black

frame: white

HAVANA 250

WARDROBES list

HAVANA 203

ck,
front: bla mirror
,
ss
la
g
gray

MARSYLIA 203

front: whit
e gloss,
mirror

front: black
gloss,
mirror

front: whit
e,
mirror

frame: black

front:
bla
mirror ck gloss,

MONAKO

MONAKO
frame: walnut

MONAKO

front:
wh
mirror ite gloss,

frame: wenge

MONAKO

mirror
alnut,
front: w

frame: white

frame: walnut

frame: wenge

irror
enge, m
front: w

frame: black

MARSYLIA 250

frame: black

frame: white

MARSYLIA 250

ss
hite gla
hite, w
w
:
t
n
o
fr

frame: white

oak,
onoma
front: s
mirror

frame: white

frame: sonoma oak
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front: black
,
mirror

front: wen
ge,
mirror

front: waln
ut,
mirror

front: mirror

PORTO 2 (250)

,
k wotan
front: oa
mirror

PRAGA 200

PORTO 203

front: mirror

front: mirror

PORTO 250

front:
wh
black g ite,
lass

front:
wh
black g ite,
lass

PRAGA 250

PRAGA 250

n,
ak wota
front: o
mirror

PRAGA 200

frame: wenge

frame: black

front: mirror

PARIS 120/160/203

PORTO 2 (203)
frame: graphite

PEKIN D4

frame: white

phite,
front: gra
mirror

PARIS 120/160/203

frame: white

PEKIN D3

frame: graphite

num,

PARIS 120/160/203

frame: white

ti
front: pla
mirror

NEAPOL

frame: oak wotan

PARIS 120/160/203

frame: platinum

front: sono
ma oak,
mirror

NEAPOL

frame: oak wotan

frame: sonoma oak

MONAKO

frame: walnut

WARDROBES list
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e,
graphit
front: raphite
g
mirror
PRESTON 203

r
hite, mirro

p
front: gra

frame: white

, mirror
front: white

RODOS 200

RODOS 200

irror

tinum, m
front: pla

hite,
front: w s, mirror
s
la
gray g

RODOS 225

ror

ir
wotan, m
front: oak

frame: white

r
ite, mirro
front: wh

frame: white

RODOS 200

frame: oak wotan

frame: white

RODOS 200

wotan,
front: oak
irror
m
d
ke
o
sm

frame: oak wotan

hite,
front: w s, mirror
s
gray gla

front: w
hite, mir
ror

frame: platinum

frame: white

PRESTON 250

front: oa
k wotan
,
smoked
mirror

frame: graphite

,
raphite
front: g phite
ra
mirror g

frame: white

frame: graphite

frame: oak wotan

80

front: whit
e,

mirror
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front: sonoma oak,
mirror

TOLEDO 210

frame: white
front: white mat,
mirror

mirror
white,
front:

SEWILLA 203

SEWILLA 250

front: sonoma oak,

TOLEDO 210

r
, mirro
aphite
r
g
:
t
n
fro

frame: canyon oak

TOKYO 5 150 / 203
81

front: sonoma oak,

lava

mirror
white,
front:

frame: black mat

frame: canyon oak

frame: canyon oak

g oak,
front: sterlin
te
re
nc
co
n
brow

nyon,
front: oak ca
lava

frame: white

SANTIAGO 200

frame: sterling oak

SANTANA 250

ak,
anyon o
front: c
r
irro
white, m

front: black mat,
mirror

lava

TOLEDO 255

TOLEDO 255
frame: graphite

front: gra
phite, mir
ror

ak,
anyon o
front: c
irror
lava, m

frame: sonoma oak

SANTIAGO 250

SANTANA 250
frame: oak canyon

frame: oak wotan
frame: sterling oak

,
rling oak
front: ste
te
e
cr
n
brown co

ak,
anyon o
front: c
r
irro
white, m

SALWADOR 250

frame: white

TOKYO 5 150 / 203

SANTANA 203

SALWADOR 203

frame: sonoma oak

front: wh
ite, mirro
r

frame: white mat

frame: sonoma oak

TOKYO 5 150 / 203

SANTIAGO 250

front: oak
wotan,
mirror

SALWADOR 203

frame: graphite

or
e, mirr
graphit
front:

nyon,
front: oak ca
lava

RODOS 225

frame: graphite

frame: oak canyon

SANTANA 203

ak,
anyon o
front: c
r
irro
lava, m

SANTIAGO 200

frame: graphite

front: plati
num,
mirror

frame: white

frame: canyon oak

SALWADOR 250

frame: platinum

frame: graphite

front: grap
hite,
mirror

RODOS 225

WARDROBES list

RODOS 225

mirror
white,
front:

or
e, mirr
graphit
front:

front: black, white gloss,
mirror

VIGO 120/150/200

front: graphite, white
gloss, mirror

VIGO 120/150/200

front: craft oak,
graphite glass

VIGO 120/150/200

TURYN 203

va,
front: la s
s
la
g
black

VIGO 120/150/200

TUNIS 200

frame: graphite

frame: black

oak,
onoma
front: s ss
la
black g

TUNIS 200

front: graphite, white
gloss, mirror

front: black, white
gloss, mirror

TURYN 250

TURYN 250

frame: lava

frame: craft oak

TURYN 203

frame: sonoma oak

frame: sonoma oak

oak,
onoma
front: s
mirror

TORONTO

frame: lava

TUNIS 250

frame: graphite

TUNIS 250

irror
hite, m
front: w

TORONTO

frame: craft oak

irror
lack, m
front: b

TORONTO

frame: white

frame: black

TORONTO

frame: black

WARDROBES list
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front: craft oa
k,
graphite glas
s

VIGO 225

front: la
va
black gla ,
ss

VIGO 225

e,
graphit
front:
r
mirro

front: black, mirror

VIGO 250

front: white, mirror

frame: white

frame: black

frame: graphite
VIGO 250

black,
front:
mirror

white,
front:
o
mirr r

VIGO 250

frame: graphite

m,
platinu
front:
mirror

VIGO 250

front: graphite,
mirror

frame: platinum

VIGO 225

front: platinum,
mirror

frame: white

VIGO 225

frame: graphite

front: white, mirror

frame: platinum

front: black, mirror

frame: black

frame: black

frame: white

frame: platinum
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front: platinum, mirror

front: graphite, mirror

www.stolar.com.pl

r

k, mirro

c
front: bla

r
a oak, mirro
front: sonom

VISTA 250

, mirror
front: white

frame: black

frame: white

ror
hite, mir
front: w

VISTA 180

r
ck, mirro
front: bla

VISTA 250

frame: black

VISTA 250

VISTA 180

frame: white

frame: sonoma oak

frame: black
r

ro
hite, mir
front: w

WIKA

WENECJA

VISTA 203

frame: sonoma oak

, mirror

oma oak

n
front: so

k,
noma oa
front: so
mirror

r
ck, mirro
front: bla

VISTA 203

frame: white

frame: sonoma oak

VISTA 203

ror
hite, mir
front: w

frame: black

k,
noma oa
front: so
mirror

VISTA 180

VISTA 150

frame: white

frame: sonoma oak

VISTA 150

WARDROBES list

VISTA 150

mirror
front: black,

WIKA

k
front: oa

frame: white

irror
wotan, m

frame: white

frame: oak wotan

83

front: w
hite glass
,
mirror

front: bla
ck glass,
mirror

Available colours:

frame: wenge

ORION wall unit

www.stolar.com.pl

front: elm

Wardrobe inside:

depth: 61 cm

198 cm

84

320 cm

Wall units live through a second youth. This once unusually popular piece of furniture, returns to
favor and increasingly guests in our homes. A modern wall unit oﬀers a varied storage space. The
glass cabinet serves exposing family souvenirs or elegant tableware. RTV bench can even accommodate an above-average TV set.

Main features wall units:
solid
construction

capacious
inside

interesting
design

www.stolar.com.pl

ORION wall unit

In the picture: frame- wenge; front- sonoma oak.

85

To learn more
please visit our
website

DUBAJ bedroom

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, black glass. SEVROLL ﬁttings.
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To learn more
please visit our
website
Wardrobe:
226 / 220 / 64 cm
W/H/D

Bed:
205 / 165 / 91 cm
W/H/D
sleeping area 200 x 160 cm

Bedside table:
54 / 44 / 50 cm
W/H/D
2 pcs set

Chest of drawers:
130 / 82 / 45 cm
W/H/D

Available colours:
frame:
white

front:
purple glass

frame:
white

front:
black glass

Main features:
furniture
system

modern
design

www.stolar.com.pl

VISTA bedroom

In the picture: frame - sonoma oak; front - sonoma oak.
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To learn more
please visit our
website
Wardrobe:
250 / 215 / 61 cm
W/H/D

Bed:
205 / 165 / 91cm
W/H/D
sleeping area 200 x 160 cm

Bedside table:
40 / 44 / 48 cm
W/H/D
2 pcs set

Main features:

Chest of drawers:
80 / 93 / 48 cm
W/H/D

In the picture: frame - white; front - white.

In the picture: frame - black; front - black.

Furniture making up Vista bedroom will
allow you to decorate large interior in a
functionally and cosily way. It has a timeless style, focusing on simple shapes
and a minimum of ornaments. Vista
furniture will surely appeal to fans of
classical solutions.

furniture
system

available
in 3 decors

PALERMO bedroom

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: frame - white; front - white gloss, mirror. SEVROLL ﬁttings. LED lighting.
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To learn more
please visit our
website
Wardrobe:
226 / 220 / 64 cm
W/H/D

Bed:
205 / 165 / 91 cm
W/H/D
sleeping area 200 x 160 cm

Bedside table:
54 / 44 / 50 cm
W/H/D
2 pcs set

Chest of drawers:
112 / 101,5 / 50 cm
W/H/D

Mirror:
112 / 80 cm
W/H

Decorative ﬁnish for mirror,
wardrobes i chest of drawers:

Main features:
Palermo bedroom is a proposal for the
most demanding users. It will give a
unique look to each interior, in which
modernity meets luxury and elegance.
White colours and a characteristic decorative ornament on mirrors, chests of
drawers and wardrobe are the quintessence of Palermo’s bedroom style.
Main features:
furniture
system

interesting
ornaments

www.stolar.com.pl

MALAGA bedroom

In the picture: frame - white; front - white, white glass. SEVROLL ﬁttings. LED lighting.
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To learn more
please visit our
website
Wardrobe:
226 / 220 / 64 cm
W/H/D

Bed:
205 / 165 / 91 cm
W/H/D
sleeping area 200 x 160 cm

Bedside table:
54 / 44 / 50 cm
W/H/D
2 pcs set

Chest of drawers:
112 / 101,5 / 50 cm
W/H/D

Decorative ﬁnish:

Main features:
Malaga, white bedroom furniture, due
to its universal forms, will ﬁt smoothly
each arrangement. Subtle decorative
ﬁnish of the wardrobe, high bed headboards and long straight handles on
the cabinets and chest of drawers add
furniture individuality, as well as chic to
the whole interior.

furniture
system

interesting
headboard

CAVALLI bed

www.stolar.com.pl
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Dimensions:

Available colours:

CAVALLI bed is available in two sizes. Large bedding container and metal bed slats in standard. The
standard dimensions of mattresses match the bed:
140 x 200 cm ( bed width 164 cm)
160 x 200 cm (bed width 184 cm)

106 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Main features:

VIENNA 1

6 fabric

solid
construction
21

9c

m

s: 164 / 184

ze
two width si

cm

high
headboard

modern
design

VIENNA 04

fabric

VIENNA 01

fabric

www.stolar.com.pl

MEDIOLAN bed
91

Dimensions:

Main features:

Available colours:

103 cm

MEDIOLAN bed is available in two sizes. Large bedding container and metal bed slats in standard. The
standard dimensions of mattresses match the bed:
140 x 200 cm ( bed width 164 cm)
160 x 200 cm (bed width 184 cm)

solid
construction
21

9c

m
ze
two width si

cm
s: 164 / 184

spacious
bedding
container

FOKUS 20

fabric

FOKUS 04

fabric

modern
design

FOKUS 19

fabric

To learn more
please visit our
website

VISTA bed

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: sonoma oak. MDF slat in alu.
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Dimensions:

Available colours:

Vista bed available in sizes:
length: 205 / width: 145 /height : 91cm
sleeping area 200 x 140 cm
length: 205 / width: 155 / height : 91 cm
sleeping area 200 x 150 cm
length: 205 / width: 165 / height : 91 cm
sleeping area 200 x 160 cm

91 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Main features:

Vista bedroom
element
20

5c

m

5 cm

55 / 16

145 / 1

best
price

white

durable
construction

black

sonoma

oak

www.stolar.com.pl

VISTA bedside table and chest of drawers

In the picture: sonoma oak. PCV edge in alu.
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VISTA 2S
Available colours:

Main features:

Vista chest of drawers available in size:
width 80 / height 93 / depth 48 cm
Bedside table available in size:
width 40 / height 44 / depth 48 cm
the set contains 2 pieces

white

black

VISTA 3S
Available colours:

oak
sonoma

Vista bedroom
element

durable
construction

white

best
price

sonoma oak

black

To learn more
please visit our
website

GENEWA 2 chest of drawers
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In the picture: sonoma oak.
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Dimensions:

Best
price
83 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Main features:

45

Available colours:

frame & front:
white

frame & front:
sonoma oak

frame & front:
oak canyon

frame & front:
sterling oak

frame & front:
craft oak

frame & front:
black

frame & front:
lava

frame & front:
graphite

solid
construction

cm

140 cm

available in
many decors

www.stolar.com.pl

In the picture: graphite.

MALMO 1D3S chest of drawers

GENEWA 1 chest of drawers

In the picture: sonoma oak.
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New!

Dimensions:
Width: 80 cm
Height: 83 cm
Depth: 45 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Available colours:

Available colours:

Dimensions:
Width: 100 cm
Height: 85,5 cm
Depth: 45 cm

frame & front:
white

frame & front:
sonoma oak

frame & front:
oak canyon

frame & front:
sterling oak

frame & front:
white

frame & front:
sonoma oak

frame & front:
oak canyon

frame & front:
oak wotan

frame & front:
craft oak

frame & front:
black

frame & front:
lava

frame & front:
graphite

frame & front:
sterling oak

frame & front:
graphite

frame & front:
platinum

frame & front:
craft oak

To learn more
please visit our
website

MALMO 3S chest of drawers

MALMO 2D chest of drawers
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In the picture: oak woton.

In the picture: sonoma oak.
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New!

Dimensions:
Width: 100 cm
Height: 85,5 cm
Depth: 45 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Available colours:

New!

Available colours:

Dimensions:
Width: 80 cm
Height: 85,5 cm
Depth: 45 cm

frame & front:
white

frame & front:
sonoma oak

frame & front:
oak canyon

frame & front:
oak wotan

frame & front:
white

frame & front:
sonoma oak

frame & front:
oak canyon

frame & front:
oak wotan

frame & front:
sterling oak

frame & front:
graphite

frame & front:
platinum

frame & front:
craft oak

frame & front:
sterling oak

frame & front:
graphite

frame & front:
platinum

frame & front:
craft oak

To learn more
please visit our
website
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MALMO 2D3S chest of drawers

In the picture: white.
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New!

Dimensions:
Width: 150 cm
Height: 85,5 cm
Depth: 45 cm

Available colours:

frame & front:
white

frame & front:
sonoma oak

frame & front:
oak canyon

frame & front:
oak wotan

frame & front:
sterling oak

frame & front:
graphite

frame & front:
platinum

frame & front:
craft oak

To learn more
please visit our
website

ASTI corner sofa
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To learn more
please visit our
website

New!

corrugated
spring

sleeping function
- cart

bedding
container

foam
ASTI is not a universal corner sofa,
at order please specify the side (left or right)

Dimensions:
246 cm

160 cm

Main features of corner sofa:

sleeping area
200 x 142 cm
h: 88 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

MILOS corner sofa

L/R

99

Dimensions:

Main features of corner sofa:

160 cm

265 cm

sleeping area
200 x 143 cm
h: 88 cm

New!

corrugated
spring

sleeping function
-cart

bedding
container

foam
MILOS is universal corner sofa,
with L/R feature (left and right)

To learn more
please visit our
website

OLAF corner sofa
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L/R
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To learn more
please visit our
website

New!

corrugated
spring

sleeping function
- DL system

bedding
container

foam

universal

OLAF is universal corner sofa,
with L/R feature (left and right)

Dimensions:
260 cm

170 cm

Main features of corner sofa:

sleeping area
216 x 125-144 cm
h: 90 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

PEGAZ corner sofa
L/R

101

Dimensions:

Main features of corner sofa:

170 cm

260 cm

sleeping area
216 x 125-144 cm
h: 90 cm

New!

corrugated
spring

sleeping function
- DL system

bedding
container

foam

universal

PEGAZ is universal corner sofa,
with L/R feature (left and right)

To learn more
please visit our
website

ROYAL corner sofa
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L/R
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To learn more
please visit our
website

New!

corrugated
spring

sleeping function
- cart

bedding
container

foam

universal

ROYAL is universal corner sofa,
with L/R feature (left and right)

Dimensions:
274 cm

160 cm

Main features of corner sofa:

sleeping area
200 x 143 cm
h: 84 cm
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SOFIA corner sofa
L/R
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Dimensions:

Main features of corner sofa:

140 cm

242 cm

sleeping area
197 x 125-144 cm
h: 93 cm

New!

bonell
spring

DL automatic
system

bedding
container

universal
SOFIA is universal corner sofa,
with L/R feature (left and right)

To learn more
please visit our
website

KLEO corner sofa
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L/R
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To learn more
please visit our
website

New!

corrugated
spring

foam

universal

Dimensions:
265 cm

sleeping area
216 x 118 cm
h: 91 cm
KKLEO is universal corner sofa,
with L/R feature (left and right)

150 cm

Main features of corner sofa:

www.stolar.com.pl

KENZO corner sofa
105

Dimensions:

Main features of corner sofa:

sleeping area
120 x 198 cm
h: 102 cm

272 cm

95 cm

272 cm

New!

corrugated
spring

universal

bedding
container

KENZO is universal corner sofa,
with L/R feature (left and right)

bedding container

sleeping function
sleeping area: 120x198 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

KOMO corner sofa
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L/R
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Main features of corner sofa:
Corner sofa and sofa create a series of Komo lounge furniture.
Due to the rich appearance, the corner sofa should stand in
the interior with a balanced, calm arrangement. It is distinguished by the form of the armrest with the wooden ﬁnish.
Interesting are also the backrests with their unusual shapes,
emphasized additionally by two-coloured upholstery.

230 cm

141 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

bedding container
sleeping area
198 x 144 cm
h: 90 cm

wooden
elements

combining
fabrics

high
backrests

sleeping function
sleeping area: 198x144 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

ASCOT corner sofa
107

Dimensions:

Main features of corner sofa:

h: 90 cm

170 cm

sleeping area
285 x 145 cm

bedding
container

bedding
container

326 cm

Ascot corner sofa is a large piece of furniture and looks best in
a spacious living room. It is designed in a modern style and has
many functional solutions. The corner sofa is available in two
variants, which diﬀer in size and shape. The smaller Ascot
option has one, while the Ascot standard - has two ottomans.

spacious
bedding
containers

contrasting
hems

high
comfort

To learn more
please visit our
website

TIGRA corner sofa
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L/R

108

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

Tigra is the collection of leisure furniture, which includes a corner sofa and a sofa. The main attention is drawn to the sides
and armrests, with an unprecedented, fanciful shape. Colours
of the furniture is also composed in a very interesting way.
Corner sofa design ﬁts bold users who value creativity in every
area of life.

248 cm

141 cm

Main features of corner sofa:

sleeping area
198 x 144 cm
h: 88 cm

solid
construction

comfortable
backrests

interesting
armrest design

www.stolar.com.pl

OSLO corner sofa
109

Dimensions:

Main features of corner sofa:
263 cm

h: 91 cm

166 cm

sleeping area
226 x 149 cm

Oslo corner sofa, due to its timeless design and neutral colours, is a desirable piece of furniture in every living room. It will
always look good, never get bored or unfashionable. However,
careful workmanship and high quality materials guarantee not
only a good appearance, but also a faultless functioning for
many years.

sleeping function
sleeping area: 226x149 cm

quilted
seat

spacious
sleeping area

spacious
bedding container

To learn more
please visit our
website

MILANO corner sofa
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L/R

110

Main features of corner sofa:
Colours are the strong point of Milano corner sofa. The combination of black and white makes the furniture immediately
attract attention. Its utility, however, is equally important. It is
a comfortable corner sofa suitable for both daytime and night
rest. Slightly fold-out bed and bedding container allow you quickly change the corner sofa into a convenient place to sleep.

265 cm

bedding container

159 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

sleeping area
200 x 143 cm
h: 84 cm

solid
construction

original
design

wide
armrests

sleeping function
sleeping area: 200x143 cm

www.stolar.com.pl

DALLAS corner sofa

L/R

111

Dimensions:

Main features of corner sofa:

159 cm

238 cm

sleeping area
200 x 143 cm

Dallas sofa corner is distinguished by its decorative stitching
on the upholstery. They appear both on the seats and backrests, as well as on the fronts and edges of the armrests. Stitching have the layout of the repeated two straight lines, which
gives an unexpected visual eﬀect. Dallas presents itself in a
modern and attractive way.

h: 88 cm
stable
legs

detached
cushions

contrasting
stitching

To learn more
please visit our
website

LAGUNA corner sofa
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L/R

112

Main features of corner sofa:
Laguna corner sofa is an example of a universal furniture. It
will perfectly fulﬁll a representative function, but if necessary,
it will transform into comfortable bed and ﬁt the necessary
bedding in a container. Adjustable headrests are a perfect
complement to this piece of furniture to further enhance its
comfort.

270 cm

bedding container

170 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

sleeping area
225 x 125 cm
h: 86 - 103 cm

adjustable
headrests

spacious
container

wide
backrests

sleeping function
sleeping area: 225x125 cm
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GRETA corner sofa

L/R

113

Dimensions:

Main features of corner sofa:

141 cm

234 cm

bedding container

sleeping area
198 x 144 cm

Colouring plays an important role in the Greta corner sofa designing. Application of two contrasting colours on the upholstery allowed to visually emphasize the qualities of the furniture. These include the form of the armrest with a geometric
decorative motif ﬁnished with a wooden top, and ergonomically shaped, high backrest’s cushions.

h: 88 cm
sleeping function
sleeping area: 198x144 cm

interesting
armrest shape

wooden
elements

spacious
bedding
container

To learn more
please visit our
website

RIMINI corner sofa
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L/R

114

Main features of corner sofa:
Rimini corner sofa belongs to medium-sized furniture. It can
successfully stand in the living room as well as, in a youth
room. It is a stable, comfortable piece of furniture equipped
with a sleeping function and a bedding container. It is distinguished by high, ergonomically shaped cushions, which serve
as a support.

234 cm

bedding container

141 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

sleeping area
198 x 144 cm
h: 88 cm

classic
design

comfortable
backrests

combining
fabrics

sleeping function
sleeping area: 198x144 cm
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LIVIA corner sofa

L/R

115

Dimensions:

Main features of corner sofa:

141 cm

234 cm

bedding container

sleeping area
198 x 144 cm

Livia lounge furniture is a corner sofa, sofa and the armchair
kept in the same style. The original armrest is an element that
immediately attracts attention. The cut out shape of the ellipse diversiﬁes and adds lightness to its rather massive form.
It has been additionally underlined with a contrasting fabric
colour, as well as a wooden top crowning the armrest.

h: 90 cm
sleeping function
sleeping area: 198x144 cm

interesting
armrest shape

wooden
elements

combining
fabrics

To learn more
please visit our
website

KENYA corner sofa

www.stolar.com.pl
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Main features of corner sofa:
Kenya corner sofa, thanks to the timeless design and functional solutions will be suitable not only for the living room,
but also other rooms of the house. It is a comfortable piece of
furniture for sitting and lying during the day. Equipped with a
sleeping function and bedding container, it quickly and easily
turns into a place of night rest.

241 cm

bedding container

sleeping function
sleeping area: 198x144 cm

198 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

sleeping area
207 x 144 cm
h: 88 cm

ottoman
with armrests

unusual bedding
container

a pouf
is added

www.stolar.com.pl

ADEL sofa
117

Dimensions:

Main features of sofa:

95 cm

198 cm

New!

bonell
spring

DL folding
system

bedding
container

bedding container

sleeping area
198 x 148 cm
h: 88 cm
sleeping function
sleeping area: 198x148 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

LAURA sofa
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Main features of sofa:

detached
backrests
cushions

everlasting
design

stable
construction

wide
seat

223 cm
95 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

Laura sofa ﬁts into the modern, but also the classical interior
design of the living room. It owes it to its universal design,
which harmoniously blends in with other elements of the arrangement. The characteristic features of Laura sofa are three
loose cushions that create a comfortable and eye-catching
backrest. Slanted stitching and central quilting add ﬂuﬃness
and grace to cushions.

sleeping area
198 x 150 cm

subtle
quilting

sleeping function
sleeping area: 198x150 cm

h: 94 cm
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TIGRA sofa
119

Dimensions:

Main features of sofa:
203 cm
100 cm

Tigra is the collection of leisure furniture, which includes a sofa
with the sleeping function and a corner sofa. The attention is
primarily drawn to the sides and armrests, with an unprecedented, fanciful shape. The colouring of the furniture is also
composed in an interesting way. The stylistics of the sofa suits
bold users who value creativity in every area of life.

sleeping area
200 x 145 cm
h: 85 cm

sleeping function
sleeping area: 200 x 145 cm

deep
seat

modern
design

interesting
armrests

To learn more
please visit our
website

TOYA sofa
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Main features of sofa:
Toya sofa represents contemporary design. Despite the rather
massive, solid construction it looks graceful and even gentle.
Sofa owes this eﬀect to the streamlined shapes of the sides,
backrest and lower parts of the seat. Toya is an excellent oﬀer
for interiors decorated in the modern as well as eclectic style.

200 cm
100 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

bedding container
sleeping area
195 x 145 cm

solid
construction

spacious
bedding
container

interesting
armrests

sleeping function
sleeping area: 195x145 cm

h: 85 cm
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DORIS sofa
121

Dimensions:

Main features of sofa:
200 cm
93 cm

The appearance of Doris sofa clearly shows two zones that together give an interesting eﬀect. The frame with its sides has
soft, rounded shapes and two-tone black and white colouring.
In this surroundings, the seat and backrests give the simple
and geometric shapes impression. Their melange gray upholstery perfectly complements and closes the whole.

sleeping area
200 x 145 cm
h: 85 cm

sleeping function
sleeping area: 200x145 cm

solid
construction

interesting
design

combining
fabrics

To learn more
please visit our
website

KUBUS sofa
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Main features of sofa:
Kubus one-seater sofa is dedicated to the children’s room,
as well as to a youth room, or even a guest room or a large
hallway. The playful, contoured, high armrests add to its funny character. The sofa, equipped with a sleeping function and
bedding container, is also a comfortable sleeping furniture.

131 cm
95 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

bedding container
sleeping area
105 x 190 cm

bedding
container

sleeping
function

Best
price

sleeping function
sleeping area: 105x190 cm

h: 80 cm
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KOMO sofa
123

Dimensions:

Main features of sofa:
231 cm
93 cm

The three-seater sofa and corner sofa make up a series of
Komo lounge furniture. Due to the rich appearance, the sofa
suits to interiors with a balanced, calm arrangement. It is distinguished by the form of the armrest where the wooden
ﬁnish was applied. The backrests also have unusual shapes,
highlighted by two-coloured upholstery.

sleeping area
195 x 150 cm
h: 90 cm

sleeping function
sleeping area: 195x150 cm

comfortable
sleep

divided
backrests

wooden
elements

To learn more
please visit our
website

IDA sofa
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Dimensions:

Main features of sofa:

tasteful
quilting

sleeping
function

high
backrest

wide
seat

211 cm
96 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Ida sofa is a universal piece of furniture that will fulﬁll its functions both in the living room, as well as bedroom and children’s rooms. Its advantage is the timeless design, thanks to
which it ﬁts smoothly into any interior arrangement. At the
same time high use comfort is worth emphasizing. By day, the
Ida sofa is a great place to sit and lie down, while it turns into
a comfortable bed at night.

sleeping area
188 x 122 cm

comfortable
armrests

sleeping function
sleeping area: 188x122 cm

h: 94 cm
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ROMA sofa
125

Dimensions:

Main features of sofa:
232 cm
94 cm

Roma sofa, thanks to its timeless design, ﬁts the interiors
decorated in diﬀerent styles. It will ﬁnd a place for itself and
will look good in each of them. The seat and backrest create a
comfortable zone for sitting and lying during the day. However,
the sleeping function and bedding container allow you quickly
and easily convert the sofa into a comfortable sleeping bed.

sleeping area
197 x 150 cm
h: 90 cm

sleeping function
sleeping area: 197x150 cm

solid
construction

ergonimic
backrests

combining
fabrics

To learn more
please visit our
website

LIVIA sofa
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Main features of sofa:

230 cm

Livia lounge furniture is a large 3-seater sofa, armchair and
corner sofa in the same style. The original armrest is an element that immediately attracts attention. The cut out shape of
the ellipse diversiﬁes and adds lightness to its rather massive
form. It has been additionally underlined with a contrasting
fabric color, as well as a wooden top crowning the armrest.

93 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

sleeping area
198 x 150 cm
wooden
elements

classic
design

combining
fabrics

sleeping function
sleeping area: 198x150 cm

h: 88 cm
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BIANCA sofa
127

Dimensions:

Main features of sofa:

95 cm

203 cm

bedding container

Bianca is an elegant sofa that will bring a romantic atmosphere
inside. It is designed in a modern style, with subtle decorative
elements. The sofa has deep, wide seats and wide, comfortable armrests. Cushions on the backrest provide stable support
and allow you to safely immerse yourself in a blissful rest.

sleeping area
200 x 140 cm
h: 85 cm

sleeping function
sleeping area: 200x140 cm

elegant
shape

comfortable
armrests

proﬁled
backrest

To learn more
please visit our
website

SIMONE sofa
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Main features of sofa:

198 cm

Simone is an attractive and practical sofa for a youth room as
well as for a smaller living room or guest room. It has a universal look and subdued colours. It is distinguished by streamlined shapes and loose backrest cushions and armrests. Metal,
high legs add the sofa a contemporary touch and help to keep
clean under it.

95 cm

To learn more
please visit our
website

Dimensions:

sleeping area
198 x 145 cm
combining
fabrics

modern
design

proﬁled
armrests

sleeping function
sleeping area: 198x145 cm

h: 88 cm

LEGENDA

www.stolar.com.pl

highly elastic foam

corrugated spring

bonell spring

L/R

left or right piece of furniture

DL folding system

Dolphin folding system

sofa folding system

couch folding system

bedding container
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